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ABSTRACT

Web crawlers are increasingly used for focused tasks such as the extraction of data from Wikipedia or the analysis of social networks like last.fm. In these cases, pages are far more uniformly structured than in the general Web and thus crawlers can use the structure of Web pages for more precise data extraction and more expressive analysis.

In this demonstration, we present a focused, structure-based crawler generator, the “Not so Creepy Crawler” (nc²). What sets nc² apart, is that all analysis and decision tasks of the crawling process are delegated to an (arbitrary) XML query engine such as XQuery or Xcerpt. Customizing crawlers just means writing (declarative) XML queries that can access the currently crawled document as well as the metadata of the crawl process. We identify four types of queries that together suffice to realize a wide variety of focused crawlers.

We demonstrate nc² with two applications: The first extracts data about cities from Wikipedia with a customizable set of attributes for selecting and reporting these cities. It illustrates the power of nc² where data extraction from Wiki-style, fairly homogeneous knowledge sites is required. In contrast, the second use case demonstrates how easy nc² makes even complex analysis tasks on social networking sites, here exemplified by last.fm.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information Search and Retrieval

General Terms
Design, Experimentation, Languages
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1. INTRODUCTION

Things haven’t been going well for your company lately and you know what’s at stake when your boss tells you: “We have to give a party for our investors, and you have to make sure, that they all like the music we play to get them into the right mood. All the information should be on last.fm, where I have added the investors to my social network.”

Fortunately, you have attended a few WWW conferences in the past and know to look to crawlers and data extraction. Unfortunately, large-scale crawlers, used in Web search engines, do not provide the granularity to solve this task.

In this demonstration, we introduce the “Not so Creepy Crawler” (nc²), a novel approach to structure-based crawling that combines crawling with standard Web query technology for data extraction and aggregation. nc² differs from previous crawling approaches in that all data (object and metadata) is stored and managed in XML format. The crawling process is entirely controlled by a small number of XML queries written in any XML query language: some queries extract data (to be collected), some links (to be followed later), some determine when to stop the crawling, and some how to aggregate the collected data.

This allows easy, but flexible customization through writing XML queries. By virtue of the loose coupling between an XML query engine and the crawl loop, the XML queries can be authored with standard tools, including visual pattern generators. In contrast to data extraction scenarios, these same tools can be used in nc² for authoring queries of any of the four types mentioned above.

You quickly author the appropriate queries and generate and run a new nc² crawler using the Web interface shown in Figure 1. Let the party begin!

1And available at http://pms.ifi.lmu.de/ncc
2. CRAWLING WITH XML QUERIES

2.1 “Not So Creepy Crawler”: Architecture

The basic premise of NC² is easy to grasp: A crawler where all the analysis and decision tasks of the crawling process are delegated to an XML query engine. This allows us to leverage the expressiveness and increasing familiarity of XML query languages and provide a highly configurable crawler generator, which can be configured entirely through declarative XML queries.

To this end, we have identified those analysis and decision tasks that make up a focused, structure-based crawler, together with the data each of these tasks requires. Figure 2 gives an overview of the architecture of NC² with focus on the various analysis and decision tasks.

2.1.1 XML patterns

Central and unique to a NC² crawler is uniform access to both object data (such as Web documents or data already extracted from previously crawled Web pages) and metadata about the crawling process (such as the time and order in which pages have been visited, i.e., the crawl history). Our crawl graph not only manages the metadata, but also contains references to data extracted from pages visited previously. It is worth noting that the tight coupling of the crawling and extraction process allows us to retain only the relevant data from already crawled Web documents.

This data is queried in a NC² crawler by three types of XML queries (shown in the lower right in Figure 2).

1. Data patterns specify how data is extracted from the current Web page. A typical extraction task is “extract all elements representing events if the current page or a page linking to it is about person X”. To implement such an extraction task in a data pattern, one has to find an XML query that characterizes “elements representing events” and “about person X”. As argued above, finding such queries is fairly easy if we crawl only Web pages from a specific Web site such as a social network.

2. Link-following patterns extract all links from the current Web document that should be visited in future crawling steps (and thus be added to the crawling frontier). Often these patterns also access the crawl graph, e.g., to limit the crawling depth or to follow only links in pages directly linked from a Web page that matches a data pattern.

3. Stop patterns are boolean queries that determine when the crawling process should be halted. Typical stop patterns halt the crawling after a given amount of time (i.e., if the time stamp of the first crawled page is long enough in the past), number of visited Web pages, number of extracted data items, or if a specific Web page is encountered.

There is one more type of pattern, the result pattern, of which there is usually only a single one: It specifies how the final result document is to be aggregated from the extracted data. Figure 3 shows this finalization phase: Once a stop pattern matches and the crawling is halted, the result pattern is evaluated against the crawl graph and the extracted data, e.g., to further aggregate, order, or group the crawled data into an XML document, the result of the crawling.

All four patterns can be implemented with any XML query language. In this demonstration we use Xcerpt [6, 3].

2.1.2 System components

How are these patterns used to steer the crawling process? Crawling in NC² is an iterative process. In each iteration the three main components (rectangles with solid borders in Figure 2) work together to crawl one more Web document:

1. The crawling loop initiates and controls the crawling process: It tells the document retrieval component to fetch the next document from the crawling frontier (the list of yet to be crawled documents).

2. The document retrieval component retrieves and normalizes the HTML document and tells the crawling loop to update the crawl history in the crawl graph (e.g., to set the document as crawled and to add a crawling timestamp).

3. The XML query engine (in the demonstrator, Xcerpt) evaluates the stop, data, and link-following patterns on both the active document and the crawl graph (containing the information which data patterns matched on previously crawled pages and the crawl history). Extracted links and data are sent to the crawling loop which updates the crawl graph.
(4a) If none of the stop patterns matches (and the frontier is not empty) the iteration is finished and crawling starts again with the next document in step (1).

(4b) If one of the stop patterns matches in step (3), the crawling loop is signalled to stop the crawling. As depicted in Figure 3 the XML query engine evaluates the result pattern on the final crawl graph and the created XML result document is returned to the user.

2.2 Implementation

As described above, the implementation of NC2 is independent of the actual XML query language used. For this demonstrator we use Xcerpt [6, 8] as its query-by-example style eases querying authors where we have an example Web page and try to formulate a query accordingly. However, replacing Xcerpt with, e.g., XQuery is, from the view point of NC2, as easy as changing a configuration file.

In the above description (and the current implementation), the persistent crawl graph is implemented as an in-memory data structure that is serialized each time a new document is crawled. This proves to be sufficient for small crawl graphs. For larger crawl graphs, those parts of the query patterns that are evaluated against the crawl graph should be evaluated incrementally against the updates triggered by data or link extraction and history updates [9].

3. DEMO SETUP AND DESCRIPTION

The demonstration is built around two applications in the area of knowledge extraction and social networks that demonstrate the power and ease of pattern-based crawling. The NC2 interface is publicly accessible over a Web interface at http://pms.ifi.lmu.de/ncc. The interface allows the easy generation of new crawlers by providing a seed URL and the requisite patterns (see Section 2.1). During the crawling process, a generated crawler can be examined online, crawling results are available on the website or via email. Crawler generation with the Web interface is possible in two modes: (a) expert mode, in which the user can load her own patterns, and (b) demo mode, which provides predefined patterns for our use cases which can be changed or extended by the user.

3.1 Application #1: Extracting City Information from Wikipedia

The pattern-based crawling approach is particularly useful on large websites that contain Web pages with similar structure for the same kind of information. Wikipedia is among the largest such sites that offer somewhat structured knowledge. The most valuable structure of that knowledge is contained in so-called info-boxes, each type of info-box adhering to a particular schema. Different types of info-boxes are used for persons, companies, US presidents, operating systems, historical eras, political parties, countries, skyscrapers, etc. The application described in this section deals with cities, but can be easily adapted to any of the other Wikipedia categories.

Assume we would like to find out more about Bavarian cities: “Find all Bavarian cities in Wikipedia, extract items (such as the population, the names and/or the elevation) from the city pages and return a list of all resulting cities ordered by city name or population.”

Wikipedia info-boxes for cities contain, amongst others, entries for their name, state, country, area, elevation, population, its time-zone, postal code and website (see left hand of Figure 4). In this use case we are only interested in the names and the population of the cities, but given the example data extraction patterns, users can easily adjust the crawler to extract additional information.

The right hand of Figure 4 shows the demo mode of the NC2 interface. In demo mode the user is given a more limited choice between several different data, link, stop and result patterns, that can be further customized by the user. The user can select info-box items (such as the population or name of a city) from a dropdown field and the corresponding pattern is shown in the input form. In this way, beginners get easily acquainted to the formulation of queries in a do-it-yourself style. In expert-mode (see Section 3.2) fully customized crawling tasks are possible, as the user can upload any pattern.

The following is an example of a data extraction pattern in Xcerpt that extracts the population of a city from its info-box (observe that in Wikipedia info-boxes the label of the population property is an adjacent td to the actual value):

```plaintext
1 in resource ["document.xml","xml"],
2 and desc h1 [ attribs {class ["firstHeading"]}, var Name ],
3 desc tr [{
4 td [{ desc /.*Population\./ },
5 td ({ /\var A \rightarrow [0-9]+, /\var B \rightarrow [0-9]+, 
6 +\var C \rightarrow [0-9]+/) ] }
7 ] ]
```

Besides the crawl patterns introduced in the previous section, the web interface expects a seed URL to initialize the frontier. We pick the list of all German cities in Wikipedia (we could also start with the list of all cities).

In addition to the data extraction pattern, the application also uses a very basic link-following pattern to only crawl cities in Bavaria. The user can select different stop patterns to stop the crawling process after a given amount of time, after a given number of extracted data items or after a given number of websites crawled.

3.2 Application #2: Last.fm Crawl

This second use case solves a quite similar problem as the vision described in the introduction: Given a last.fm user name, a list of artists that the user and his last.fm friends like is created, augmented with information about which users are fans of the respective artists. last.fm, the largest social music platform on the internet, provides music-related services as well as social features. For this applica-
Figure 5: A last.fm profile page. The data relevant to this crawling task is highlighted.

Figure 6: The crawl graph

The corresponding crawlgraph which holds the link structure and some additional annotations is shown in Figure 6. The crawling starts at the person page with id 1 and follows links both to other person pages (denoted by little men) and to artists (denoted by notes). Since some of these pages (like 20) are not reachable directly, also intermediary pages are followed as specified in the link-following pattern. If a page has been crawled, it is annotated as crawled, all pages without this annotation form the frontier. The artist page 20 shows an annotation like in the pre-result: the data extraction pattern 2 matched with this page.

Returning to the original query task, we can determine which artists are liked by a user from the crawl graph: They are those artists whose pages are reachable from the user over any number of other pages except other users.
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